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accumulates motion and filigree texture over an ostinato bass, with the tolling of deep
bells. Towards the end a delicate, scherzo-like episode obliquely recapitulates the
materials of Mantra I in a much-compressed form, after which the music evanesces
into a series of still echoes.

Finally Mantra III (of Will) bursts upon the scene: some of the most barbaric
and elemental music Foulds ever wrote. Marked Inesorabile, this astonishing
movement is a strict modal study based on the Oriental-sounding scale C, D-flat, E,
F-sharp, G, A-flat, B-double-flat, and only those seven pitches (at various octave
transpositions) are used throughout. It is also rigorously composed as a kind of
chaconne on a seven-beat theme that is present - always changing its shape, but always
adhering to a single rhythmic formula - in virtually every bar of the movement. This
‘inexorable’ music generates a gigantic cumulative kinetic energy, over which Foulds
constructs some hair-raising polyrhythmic complexities. Multiple time-signatures
are frequently employed; themes from previous Mantras are superimposed over the
‘chaconne’ theme, reshaped to its mode and rhythm; the brass turn the fanfare-figure
from the previous Mantras into apolcalyptic tritonal flourishes. The culmination is a
shattering explosion of sheer orchestral power.

MALCOLM MACDONALD
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ohn Foulds (1880-1939) is one of the most stimulating, elusive and versatile of 20th-
century British composers. Manchester-born, the son of a bassoonist in the Hallé

Orchestra, he spent his youth in seaside orchestras and theatre bands before himself
becoming a cellist with the Hallé in the 1900s. He much impressed their great
conductor, Hans Richter, who enabled Foulds to gain experience in Europe.
Essentially self-taught as a composer, he came to public notice with the tone-poem
Epithalamium (1906), premiered by Henry Wood at the Proms. But for most of his
career Foulds was known mainly for his light music, such as his once-famous Keltic
Lament (1911). He was also a successful and prolific composer of theatre scores,
especially for his friends Lewis Casson and Sybil Thorndike - among them, the music
for the first production of Bernard Shaw’s Saint Joan (1924).

But there were other sides to Foulds. He produced many deeply-felt orchestral,
choral, chamber and instrumental works, steadily transforming his original late-
Romantic idiom into a vibrantly 20th-century language that drew equally and
creatively on British traditions, on Bartok, and his French contemporaries. They
include such masterpieces as the Dynamic Triptych for piano and orchestra (1929)
and the Quartetto Intimo (1931-2), ninth of his 10 string quartets. He was an
independent-minded explorer of new musical resources, experimenting with
quarter-tones as early as the 1890s, and composing music in exotic or non-diatonic
modes. And he was fascinated by the music of the East, especially India, which he
studied closely - both with the help of his second wife Maud McCarthy, a leading
authority on the subject, and later at first hand when, in the late 1930s, he became
Director of European Music for All-India Radio in Delhi. Foulds’s ultimate dream
was a musical synthesis of East and West, and at the very end of his life he was
composing pieces for ensembles of traditional Indian instruments, coaching the
players in understanding Western musical notation.There are parallels here with such
composers as Gustav Holst, Maurice Emmanuel, even Messiaen. Like many creative
artists of his period Foulds rejected traditional Christianity and embraced a form of
spirituality, imbued with Oriental mysticism, which started from Theosophy but
developed in more personal directions. Here again he gained much from Maud
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In the practice of Mantra Yoga, endlessly-repeated verbal formulae (mantras)
are used to induce spiritual or mystical states, each state being conceived as having
its own particular rate of vibration. Foulds’s orchestral Mantras, in different ways,
exploit the idea of perpetual (but perpetually varied) repetition, building up complex
and coruscating processes of variation upon tiny basic cells, which carry the larger
structures expressed through contrasted themes. As all three movements share a
preoccupation with chains of perfect or augmented fourths, and also certain melodic
materials (presented, however, in radically different guises in each movement), they
attain an impressively organic, quasi-symphonic unity.

For Foulds, however, the Mantras were certainly no mere orchestral display
pieces but were devoted to high expressive purpose. He clearly viewed himself as
composing music that would have actual ‘mantric’ effects, attuning the listener’s
consciousness in a specific direction. His final titles for the individual movements
were Mantra I - Of Action and Vision of Terrestrial Avataras; Mantra II - Of Bliss and
Vision of Celestrial Avataras and Mantra III - Of Will and Vision of Cosmic Avataras.
These secondary ‘Visions’ refer to three of the interpenetrating spheres of nature,
‘subdivisions of the universal consciousness’, according to ancient Sanskrit
philosophical teaching. But Foulds’s initial fragmentary sketch for his opera, dated
August 1919, contains the germinal ideas of all three movements and calls them
respectively Apsara, Gandharva and Rakshasa Mantra. Apsaras and Gandharvas, in
Hindu mythology, are the devic spirits whose being is music; Rakshasas are the
demon-soldiers of the demon king, Ravana.

Mantra I (of Activity) begins Impetuoso with a coruscating stream of triplet
rhythms, giving rise to several vigorous and progressively more ardent themes - and
an impulsive fanfare-figure in fourths backed by a machine-like toccata momentum.
A central episode of slow canons on the most romantic of the opening themes leads
to a concluding section built as a huge accelerating development of the fanfare-figure:
the other themes assume new shapes as the time-signatures progressively change and
the pace increases to an astonishing dotted-crotchet = 200.

Mantra II (of Bliss), one of Foulds’s most elaborate and mystical conceptions,
adds a wordless female choir to the instrumental resources. Marked Beatamente, this
glittering, iridescent movement gradually manifests itself from melodically and
harmonically superimposed sequences of perfect fourths and triads. The fanfare-
figure from the first movement makes mysterious reappearances, and the music

McCarthy, who had been an associate of Annie Besant; and some of his finest music
is imbued with an ecstatic, mystical strain very different from mere ‘Oriental colour’.

Few of Foulds’s more serious works were performed in his lifetime, and even
fewer were published. A notable exception was the World Requiem (1919-21),
performed in the Royal Albert Hall by 1,200 singers and players on several successive
Armistice Nights in the mid-1920s. But the Requiem fell out of fashion; and after
Foulds’s sudden death from cholera in Calcutta, on the eve of World War II, he was
virtually forgotten until his surviving manuscripts (many were lost in India) began to
be studied.There has since been a remarkable growth of interest in Foulds’s unique -
and uniquely wide-ranging - achievement: but this would hardly have been possible
had it not been for the vitality and accessibility of the music itself.

This disc spans the gamut from Foulds’s companionable light music to some of
his most challenging and radical inspirations. The Mantras and Pasquinade
Symphonique No. 2 had never been played prior to this recording, while Hellas and
April-England were both receiving merely their third performances. By contrast LLee
CCaabbaarreett, though seldom heard today, was once a popular example of Foulds’s lighter
style. This little ‘Overture to a French Comedy’ started life as part of his incidental
music for the 1921 London production of Deburau, a play by Sacha Guitry based on
the life of the 19th-century French mime actor Jean-Gaspard Deburau, creator of the
character of Pierrot. Breezy and uncomplicated, Le Cabaret’s verve and swagger
define Foulds’s characteristic optimism at its most down-to-earth.

On 21 March 1926, the Vernal Equinox, Foulds composed an extravagantly
virtuosic piano piece he called April-England, the first in a projected series of
Impressions of Time and Place. (Only one other - Isles of Greece, for small orchestra
- was completed.) The solo piano form of April-England was not performed in
Foulds’s lifetime; but in 1932 he transcribed the work for full symphony orchestra,
elaborating the central climax and adding additional contrapuntal voices as well as a
kaleidoscopic palette of colour. This orchestral version was premiered in 1934 by the
BBC Symphony Orchestra under Aylmer Buesst.

In a programme-note attached to the piano original, Foulds wrote: ‘Such
moments as those of the Solstices and Equinoxes always seem to be particularly
potent to the creative artist, and no less significant the place in which he happens to be
at such time’. Approximately ternary in form, April-England opens and closes with
ebullient, sparkling material which might bear comparison with some works of Percy
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Grainger. Foulds avowed that the two main motifs on which the work is based - a
bright fanfare-figure of alternating triads, and a sturdy tune in folksong style -
symbolize respectively the ideas of ‘April’ and ‘England’. But the most remarkable
portion is the extended central section. Here, over an unchanging, chaconne-like
ground bass, initially serene polyphony exfoliates into a riotous orchestral profusion
which symbolized for Foulds the ‘boundless fecundity, opulent burgeoning of
Springtime’.

PPaassqquuiinnaaddee  SSyymmpphhoonniiqquuee  NNoo..  22 (1935) is one of Foulds’s last compositions for
full orchestra, written during his first year in India. He had already used the title
Pasquinade, a term (of 16th-century Italian origin) signifying a satire or lampoon - for
several of his works, or movements of works. He tended to apply it to music of a
scherzo character: but the Pasquinades Symphoniques were intended as a
symphonic suite, or even a ‘Symphony in Pasquinade form’. The three movements
are individually entitled ‘Classical’, ‘Romantic’ and ‘Modernist’; but Foulds never
completed the last of these. There is no attempt at pastiche of 18th or 19th-century
idioms, and the work seems to have been conceived less in a spirit of parody than as
a series of ironic commentaries on musical styles and aspects of symphonic form (the
‘Classical’ Pasquinade Symphonique No. 1 is a sonata movement in a clear C major;
No. 3, the unfinished ‘Modernist’, was to have been an exact palindrome). The
‘Romantic’ Pasquinade Symphonique No. 2, which would have been the slow
movement in the ‘symphonic’ scheme, combines several different auditory images of
‘Romanticism’ in a comparatively short span. The peaceful, lulling rhythm
established at the outset recalls Foulds’s ‘Mediterranean’ reveries. But from this
grows in swift succession a soaring violin solo, an exalted, fervente string theme,
Straussian horn-calls (marked eroico) and a liquid flute solo. These elements are all
worked into a shimmering climax of unexpected force before the movement relapses
into the slumbrous calm from which it emerged.

HHeellllaass  and the Mantras relate in very different ways to Foulds’s more
speculative and mystical interests. In 1915 he wrote out for piano a suite of five
movements strictly composed in the Classical Greek modes, entitled Recollections of
Ancient Greek Music: a slow, austere, ‘white-note’ music, yet surprisingly varied in
character, which he claimed to have heard ‘clairaudiently’ as if in a vision. (The
material of ‘Dirge for a Hero’ actually goes back to 1910.) However Foulds considered
this piano version only a stop-gap; and during the next decade he arranged individual

movements for a wide variety of ensembles, apparently searching for the right
medium (the most striking is probably an arrangement of ‘Temple Chant’ for 20 wind
instruments). Finally in 1932 he scored them all for double string orchestra, harp and
percussion and added a brief fast finale, ‘Corybantes’, to round off what he now called
Hellas: a Suite of Ancient Greece. That year Foulds himself conducted the first
performance in Birmingham.

The original movements for piano are somewhat reminiscent of Erik Satie’s
slow Greek-inspired dances, but their transference to string orchestra emphasizes
Foulds’s kinship with the great masters of English string-music, not least Vaughan
Williams.This is surely because the Dorian, Ionian and Phrygian modes are common
not only to Classical Greece but to old English church music and folksong.
Nevertheless Foulds’s Hellas - in its grave antiphony, skilfully varied textures,
measured tread and melodic restraint - is like a beautifully-composed Attic frieze,
powerfully evocative of ancient legend, classical civilization and clear Mediterranean
light. The individual movement-titles are probably self-explanatory: Foulds said that
the ‘Dirge’ might be ‘for some Hero in a Greek Tragedy’ (and he adapted some of this
music for Casson’s 1925 production of Euripides’s Hippolytus), while ‘Corybantes’
were the mythical attendants of the goddess Cybele, who followed her with wild
dancing when she wandered by torchlight over the mountains.

Foulds’s opera Avatara, on which he worked at intervals from 1919 until at least
1930, remains shrouded in mystery. Apparently he completed two acts and part of the
third, yet for reasons unknown he eventually abandoned the work, and destroyed or
discarded most of what he had written. He retained only the preludes to the three
acts, which he collected together to form a self-sufficient symphonic suite under the
title TThhrreeee  MMaannttrraass..  These, in Foulds’s most radical and ‘advanced’ orchestral idiom,
rank on their own terms among his most significant and powerful works.

Nothing survives of Foulds’s opera libretto: not even the sketchiest outline of its
story. Avatara is Sanskrit, defined on the Mantras’ title-page as ‘A descent to -
incarnation in - or manifestation upon earth, of deity’ (the English word avatar
derives directly from it). In Hindu philosophy the Avatars of the god Vishnu (e.g.
Rama, Krishna, and in some versions even Buddha) incarnate in history to decisively
affect the development of Mankind, and possibly this was the opera’s dramatic or
symbolic theme. A letter of the distinguished Orientalist E. B. Havell, written in 1928,
speaks of Foulds being ‘at work on a grand opera on the subject of Sri Krishna’.
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